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On-line diagnostics are important as amount of model 
data increases strongly with increasing resolution

MESSy allows: 

1) on-line statistics of all model variables
2) additional diagnostic 

● on-line sampling of model data 
● along specific paths or satellite orbits
● at specific iso-surfaces

● on-line diagnostics (e.g. tropopause height)

These diagnostic MESSy features are now available to 
the CLM-Community

Summary
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- On-line diagnostic in MESSy ?
- Example: CHANNEL 

- on-line statistic, object attributes 
- tailor-made output files (redirection of objects)
- aveout

- Examples: Diagnostic Submodels
- diagnostic of tropopause and boundary layer height 
- output at specified locations
- output on iso-surfaces
- algebraic combination of fields

- How to get, use and extend COSMO-CLM/MESSy?

Outline
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The Modular Earth Submodel System (MESSy)

… is a software providing a framework for standardised 
bottom-up implementation of Earth System Models (or 
parts of those) with flexible complexity…

(i.e., using MESSy does not necessarily include 
“chemistry” or “aerosols” )
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What are the design concepts of MESSy?

strict separation of
model-infrastructure1) from process-description

„generic“
submodels

process- / 
diagnostic
submodels
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CHANNEL: Internal statistics 

For all channel objects various statistics are available

Instantaneous (i.e. value at output time step)
Average over output interval (different intervals possible)
Standard deviation
Minimum
Maximum
Event counts
Event averages 

For every object multiple statistics (with different integration 
periods) are possible (namelist controlled) 

All statistics can either be written in one or multiple different files 
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What are the design concepts of MESSy?

strict separation of
model-infrastructure1) from process-description

„generic“
submodels

process- / 
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1) model infrastructure  = 
   memory management, 
   input / output, 
   flow control, 
   grid-transformations, ...

diagnostic submodels: 
TROPOP, 
S4D, SCOUT, SORBIT, 
PTRAC, TREXP, 
VAXTRA, VISO
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ATTRIBUTES

DIMension
VARiables

DIMENSIONS

ERROR CHANNEL

REPResentations

IO

netcdf

pnetcdf

...

Object

generic and process
submodels

CHANNEL
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CHANNEL

CHANNEL …
- … is written in Fortran95 and 
- … provides the following basic entities:

- attributes                    time independent, scalar characteristic (e.g., unit) 
- dimension variables    specific coordinate axis (e.g., latitude in degree N)
- dimensions                 basic geometry in one dimension
- representations          describing multidimensional geometric structures  

                                   (based on dimensions), e.g. Eulerian (or gridpoint), 
                                    spectral, Lagrangian

- channel objects          data fields including meta information (attributes) and 
                                   underlying geometric structure (respresentation)

- channels                     set  of related channel objects
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- … provides the following basic entities:
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Each channel produces an individual output file,
if the output of the respective channel is requested 
in the channel namelist
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CHANNEL: namelist control 

The output is controlled via namelists 

- For output control the channel can be controlled individually and 
single objects (e.g. T_2M) can be written in multiple channels (e.g. 
with different integration periods or statistics)

 

- Determination of output interval individually for each channel
 

&CTRL
...
ADD_CHANNEL(1)= 'test',
ADD_REF(1)    = 'COSMO_ORI', 'fr_land', '*', '',
ADD_REF(2)    = 'COSMO',     'um1', 'test', 'u_wind'
...
/

&CPL
...
TIMER_DEFAULT     = '',      2, 'hours','first', 0,
TIMER_CHANNEL( 1) = 'test',  1, 'steps','first', 0,
TIMER_CHANNEL( 2) = 'scout', 1, 'hours','first', 0,
...
/
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CHANNEL: tailor-made output and on-line statistic 

&CTRL
...
! ---------------------------------------------------------------------
! # SET DEFAULT OUTPUT AND RESTART HANDLING
!      - ''
!      - OUTPUT-FILETYPE, RERUN-FILETYPE, NO. OF STEPS PER OUTPUT-FILE,
!      - RERUN, IGNORE, INST, AVE, STD, MIN, MAX, CNT, CAV, RANGE(2)
! # NOTES:
! #    IGNORE = T  FORCES THE MODEL TO IGNORE POTENTIAL lrestreq FLAGS
! #                FOR PSEUDO-INITIAL RUNS FROM RESTART FILES
! ---------------------------------------------------------------------
OUT_DEFAULT     = '', 2, 2, -1, F,F, T,F,F,F,F, F,F, , ,
! ---------------------------------------------------------------------
...
OUT_CHANNEL( 11) = 'test',       2, 2, -1, F,F, T,F,F,F,F, F,F, , ,
...

OUT_OBJECT( 10)  = 'COSMO_ORI','fr_land', F,F, F,F,F,F,F, F,F, , ,
...
/
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On-line statistic is calculated from instantaneous values

Simulation with EVAL setup (1979-2002)

Temperature averages calculated from instantaneous 
and x-hourly (x=1,2,3,4,5,6,7,9) values

Example: 
temperature in 
- lowest model layer, 
- area average over land
- average over 1979-2002

What is the difference between on-line and off-line calculated 
averages?
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 What is the difference between on-line and off-line calculated 
averages?

average temperature (K)
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 What is the difference between on-line and off-line calculated 
averages?

      Ti (K)

 Tx – Ti    x =1,2,3,4,5,6,7,9 (K) 
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CHANNEL:  Other features

- COSMO-CLM/MESSy is equipped with check-pointing 
facility restarting the simulation automatically if a given 
wallclock time is (almost) reached

- Restart files are written as double precision netcdf-files 

- All important COSMO fields are already available as 
CHANNEL objects (e.g. all types of diagnostics and 
statistics are possible with these fields) 

- Original COSMO output is still available (e.g. for use with 
eTool)
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Diagnostic MESSy submodels  

Using additional MESSy submodels various diagnostics are possible

- Interpolation on different vertical grids (e.g. pressure or at special 
height levels) (VAXTRA)

- output of one variable on the ISO-surface of another variable (VISO)
- Online diagnostics of PBLH/Tropopause height using different 

definitions (TROPOP)
- Output at given lat/lon points (SCOUT) or along different trajectories, 

e.g. flight- or satellite tracks (S4D or SORBIT)
- definition of prognostic tracers (PTRAC) 
- initialisation of prognostic tracers (PTRACINI)
- emission at a specific location and exponential decay of a prognostic 

tracer (TREXP)

Taylor made additional diagnostics can easily be implemented using own 
MESSy submoduls 
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Diagnostic submodels: TROPOP

Different diagnostics for sea level pressure, tropopause 
height (pressure) or boundary layer height available

WMO definition PV definition

Tropopause Pressure (hPa)
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Diagnostic submodels: VISO (1)

Diagnostic of vertically layered, 2-D iso-surfaces
 in 3-D scalar fields

Level index ... Level fraction...
… for 500 hPa pressure iso-surface

&CPL
ISO(5)  = 'p500','COSMO','press', 50000.0, T, T,  ,  ,
/
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Diagnostic submodels: VISO (2)

Mapping of 3-D scalar fields in grid-point representation
on iso-surfaces

Temperature at tropopause (K) Geopotential (m2s-2) in 500 hPa

&CPL
MAP(16) = 'ttp',     'tropop', 'tp',    'COSMO', 'tm1',
MAP(33) = 'g500',    'viso',   'p500',  'COSMO', 'geopot',
/
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Diagnostic submodels: VAXTRA

VAXTRA (Vertical AXes TRAnsformations) can be used to transform 3D grid-point 
variables from the native vertical axis on-line to arbitrary (specified via namelist) 
pressure, height or potential temperature vertical axes for output via CHANNEL.
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Diagnostic submodels: VAXTRA

VAXTRA (Vertical AXes TRAnsformations) can be used to transform 3D grid-point 
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Diagnostic submodels: SCOUT

Stationary Column Output: enables high frequency output of 
model data at position of observation stations

spec. humidity 
(kg/kg)

temperature
 (K)

potential 
vorticity (PVU)
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Diagnostic submodels: S4D

Interpolation of data to tracks of moving observation platforms
(aircraft, ship, train, … )

Mertens et al., 2016
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Diagnostic submodels: S4D

Interpolation of data to tracks of moving observation platforms
(aircraft, ship, train, … )
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Diagnostic submodels: S4D

... or along radiosonde flight paths
(as long as GPS data are available)

Example for station De Bilt @ 13.03.2017, 7 km model resolution

offline sampled from hourly 3D field 
minus

on-line sampled along flight path

on-line sampled at fixed location 
minus

on-line sampled along flight path
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Diagnostic submodels: SORBIT

Sampling model data along sun-synchronous satellite orbits

spec. humidity 
(kg/kg)

temperature
 (K)

Envisat-A, 04.07.2010
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Diagnostic submodels: SORBIT

Sampling model data along sun-synchronous satellite orbits

ENViSat
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Diagnostic submodels: SCALC

Simple calculation on channel objects 

&CPL
CALC( 2)=’prc’,’COSMO ORI:PRR CON,PRS CON’, ’SUM’, 2
CALC( 3)=’prr’,’COSMO ORI:PRR GSP,PRS GSP’, ’SUM’, 2
CALC( 4)=’tpr’,’COSMO ORI:PRR CON,PRS CON,PRR GSP,PRS GSP’,’SUM’,2
/

convective    large scale    sum
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Diagnostic tracer : Tracer initialisation (PTRACINI)

initialisation of  tracer

pressure 
[hPa]

PV     
[pvu]

QV    
[g/kg]

< 150

150 – 900 ≥ 2 ≤ 1

Hofmann, 2014
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How to get COSMO-CLM/MESSy ?

- So far, institutions become member of the MESSy 
consortium  and individual users write a Letter of Intent.

- New: CLM-Members
- Sign Letter of Intent (Template provided)
- Acknowledge the MESSy Memorandum of 

Understanding

- After agreement to the licence, COSMO-CLM/MESSy is 
provided to the user.

- More details: see RedC link to MESSy on WG SUPTECH 
webpage
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How to use / extend COSMO-CLM/MESSy ?

- The MESSy Wiki pages (open to MESSy users) provide an 
receipe on using COSMO/MESSy (also on RedC)  

- 1 ½ day Workshop on “How to use COSMO-CLM/MESSy” in 
November
(foodle link will be send shortly to clm-user mailing list)

https://terminplaner2.dfn.de/foodle/COSMO-CLM-
MESSy-Introduction-workshop-5b97dc09289c6

- Possible dates in November 2018: 
                       5-6, 19-20, 26-27, 27-28, 28-29   or  
                       12.4.2019

- Place: TBD (possible at DLR near Munich)
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Backup
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CHANNEL

CHANNEL …
- … is written in Fortran95 and 
- … provides the following basic entities:

- attributes                    time independent, scalar characteristic (e.g., unit) 
- dimension variables    specific coordinate axis (e.g., latitude in degree N)
- dimensions                 basic geometry in one dimension
- representations          describing multidimensional geometric structures  

                                   (based on dimensions), e.g. Eulerian (or gridpoint), 
                                    spectral, Lagrangian

- channel objects          data fields including meta information (attributes) and 
                                   underlying geometric structure (respresentation)

- channels                     set  of related channel objects

Each channel produces an individual output file,
if the output of the respective channel is requested 
in the channel namelist
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Adding global attributes to netcdf-files

CHANNEL automatically adds global attributes to every netcdf-Files 
including important information like Compilers, Executable-Checksum etc… 
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 What is the difference between on-line and off-line calculated 
averages?

 Tx – Ti    x =1,6,6
+1

,6
+2

,6
+3

,6
+4

,6
+5  (K) 

 Tx – Ti    (K)

x =1,2,3,4,5,6,7,9   
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 What is the difference between on-line and off-line calculated 
averages?

      Ti (K)

 Tx – Ti    x =1,2,3,4,5,6,7,9,6
+2

 (K) 
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Diagnostic tracer (1): Tracer definition (PTRAC) 

definition of prognostic tracer
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Diagnostic tracer (2): Tracer initialisation (PTRACINI)

initialisation of tracer
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Diagnostic tracer (3): Point sources (TREXP)

Point sources and exponential decay
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Diagnostic tracer (3): Point sources (TREXP)

Point sources and exponential decay
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